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Special workers report,

Greetings,
First I wouid like to welcome everyone back from sulnmer vacations. We are just

begirming to emerge from our summer slow months in which July and August sales were

typically low.

The good news is that the Ravens football fundraiser that Wayne B. hosted for the service

centei netted $7,135.00. My hope was that we would be able to use these funds to replace

the heating and air conditioning system at the sewice center. However, just having

ordered 40 cases of the new book Guiding Principles at a cost of $1 1,000 dollars these

funds will be used towards the payment of the books. The downside to adding neu'items

to inventory is that they are not currently covered in our budget and at the same time

continue to replenish existing inventory merchandise. Therefore, this donation is very

timely.

Our thanks and gratirude to Wayne and Amy B., for their generosity and goodwill, also,

to all the folks who participated in the football fundraiser. If anyone needs documentation

of their donation, please contact me at 4I0.566'4022'

The Guiding Principles, The Spirit of our Traditions is scheduled to be shipped at the end

of September, we anticipate delivery within the first two weeks of October. Areas please

start iending your orders into the service center. We are not taking individual pre-orders.

As soon as I have confirmation on the price, I will make the new prices available.

In Lovins Seruice,t-
,4lla'-rg -" Frank D.



In the past, the regional schedules and the phone books have been printed by Wayne & Greg M..
which significantly reduced our cost. Due to a change in the company's policy, the schedule and
the phone books will now have to be printed through the company. This will increase the cost of
the schedules by $600 per printing, at this time I have not received the increase in cost for the
phonebooks. We have begun the process of shopping for better prices, however, what we see so
far is more expensive than going through our current printer. I expect that an increase in price for
these items will be implemented. At this time, it looks like the schedules will cost .20 cents each.
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Financial Report for June - July - August 2016

Literature Sales for June2076. ...... $42.001.39
Literature Sales for July 2016. .......$33,881.82
Literature Sales for August 2016. ....$34,239.04

Bank Balance as of 912812016. ......956.591.77

Fixed CD (These funds are for prudent reserve) ..$2I,982.16

Business Market Rate Savings............. .59,769.04

Outstanding debt to NAWS $51,861.04 (This balance does not reflect $30,000.00 which
will be sent on l0l112016) Which will leave an actual balance of $21,861.04 for order
received on9l21l20I6.

Accounts Receivable 5I5.37 4.44

Wells Fargo Eusiness Onlinee

Account Activity

BUSINESS CHECKING XXXXXX2988

Activity Summary
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In Loving Service,
Charles H.

Current Posted Balance

Pending WthdrawaJs/ Debits
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Available Ealance

$57,049.75

'$539.02

$81.04

$56,59,1.77


